
Abstract A genetic model with genotype×environment
(GE) interactions for controlling systematical errors in
the field can be used for predicting genotypic values by
an adjusted unbiased prediction (AUP) method. Mah-
alanobis distance, calculated based on the genotypic val-
ues, is then applied to measure the genetic distance
among accessions. The unweighted pair-group average,
Ward’s and the complete linkage methods of hierarchical
clustering combined with three sampling strategies are
proposed to construct core collections in a procedure of
stepwise clustering. A homogeneous test and t-tests are
suggested for use in testing variances and means, respec-
tively. The coincidence rate (CR%) for range and the
variable rate (VR%) for the coefficient of variation are
designed to evaluate the property of core collections. A
worked example of constructing core collections in cot-
ton with 21 traits was conducted. Random sampling can
represent the genetic diversity structure of the initial col-
lection. Preferred sampling can keep the accessions with
special or valuable characteristics in the initial collec-
tion. Deviation sampling can retain the larger genetic
variability of the initial collection. For better representa-
tion of the core collection, cluster methods should be
combined with different sampling strategies. The core
collections based on genotypic values retained larger ge-
netic variability and had superior representatives than
those based on phenotypic values.
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Introduction

Since the concept of the core collection was proposed
(Frankel and Brown 1984a, b; Brown 1989), investiga-
tions on developing core collections have increased and
have been more extensively involved in different aspects
for sampling strategy, core size, etc. (Erskine and
Muehlbauer 1991; Perry et al. 1991; Zeuli and Qualset
1993; Hintum 1994, 1995; Basigalup et al. 1995; Diwan
et al. 1995). Various data have been used to analyze the
genetic diversity in crops, including morphological, ag-
ronomic and ecogeographical traits or molecular and
biochemical markers. Each of these criteria has its ad-
vantages and disadvantages for measuring genetic diver-
sity. Molecular markers such as RAPDs and RFLPs can
reflect direct changes at the DNA sequence level. A dis-
advantage of molecular-, isozyme- and seed protein-
markers is their bulk and the cumbersome work in-
volved; it is obviously unrealistic to subject an entire
collection, or even a large fraction of it, to molecular and
biochemical analysis (Gepts 1995) unless simple meth-
ods are found. Phenotypic values have often been used to
select collections (Holbrook et al. 1993; Diwan et al.
1994). Most traits of crop varieties are quantitative traits
that are affected by environmental errors in the field and
also by GE interaction. Therefore, genetic sorting based
on phenotypic data can not correctly reflect the genetic
diversity of the initial germplasm resources. The same
phenotype can be achieved by different genotypes. Ac-
cessions with a similar phenotype may sometimes be
evolutionarily unrelated (Singh et al. 1991). If genotypic
values can be predicted based on phenotypic values, then
genetic distance based on genotypic values among acces-
sions can be measured more accurately. A core collec-
tion constructed by genotypic values will be more repre-
sentative of the initial collection.

In the present study, genetic models with GE interac-
tion for controlling systematical field errors were used to
predict genotypic values by an adjusted unbiased predic-
tion (AUP) method (Zhu 1993; Zhu and Weir 1996).
Methods are proposed for constructing core collections
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using stepwise clustering combined with three sampling
strategies based on the genotypic values. Methods for
evaluating representatives of core collections are also
proposed. Cotton data with 21 traits were analyzed for
constructing core collections. These analyses are used as
demonstrations for evaluating sampling strategies and
cluster methods, and also for comparing core collections
based on phenotypic and genotypic values.

Models and Analysis methods

Genetic models

Field experiments are usually used to control variation due to cul-
tural management, fertility trends or other environmental factors.
In general, blocking is employed to control field variation by ar-
ranging plots in appropriate ways. When a large number of acces-
sions is compared in a field trial to evaluate germplasm resources,
genetic materials can be planted either in random or in an order
based on rows and columns of field without blocks, and the same
control can be planted, as a check, among genetic materials at cer-
tain intervals.

When genetic experiments are conducted for several environ-
ments, with at least two replicates per environment, the observed
values can be expressed as:

Yhg(ij)=µ+Eh+Ri(h)+Cj(h)+Gg(ij)+GEhg(ij)+ehg(ij),

where µ is the population mean; Eh is the fixed effects of the hth
environment; Ri(h) is the fixed effect of the ith row in the hth envi-
ronment; Cj(h) is the fixed effect of the jth column in the hth envi-
ronment; Gg(ij) is the gth genotype effect in the ith row and the jth
column within the hth environment, Gg(ij)~(0, σ2

G); GEhg(ij) is the
interactive effect between the hth environment and the gth geno-
type, GEhg(ij)~(0, σ2

GE); ehg(ij) is the residual effect, ehg(ij)~(0, σ2
e).

An adjusted unbiased prediction (AUP) method (Zhu 1993;
Zhu and Weir 1996) can be used to predict genotypic values which
can then be used in the calculation of genetic distances and in
cluster analysis.

Construction and evaluation of core collection

Genetic distance calculation and cluster analysis

Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis 1936) calculated by a vari-
ance-covariance matrix can deal with correlations among traits
and eliminate the scalar differences between traits. Therefore, the
Mahalanobis distance is used in the present research.

The unweighted pair-group average method (Sokal and
Michener 1958), Ward’s method (Ward 1963) and the complete
linkage method (Sorensen 1948) of hierarchical cluster analysis
are used for grouping accessions. Finally, accessions are divided
into hierarchical groups; each of the subgroups at the lowest level
of dendrogram could have one or two accessions with most genet-
ic similarity.

Stepwise clustering and sampling strategies

Based on the dendrogram of clusters, three sampling strategies
combined with stepwise clustering are proposed to construct core
collections.

(1) Random sampling. For this strategy, one accession from each
subgroup with two accessions at the lowest level of sorting is
randomly selected. If there is only one accession in a sub-
group, it is directly sampled for the next cluster.

(2) Preferred sampling. By this strategy, accessions with maxi-
mum or minimum values of traits are preferred to select from
each subgroup at the lowest level of sorting. Both accessions
are selected if two accessions in a subgroup have maximum or
minimum values of the traits. The other procedures are similar
to the random sampling strategy.

(3) Deviation sampling. The degree of deviation of two accessions
are compared in each subgroup at the lowest level of sorting;
the accession with larger degree of deviation is selected for the
next cluster analysis. If there is only one accession in a sub-
group, it is also directly sampled for the next cluster. The de-
gree of deviation of one accession can be determined by the
formula:

where σ2
j is the genotypic variance of the jth trait, and gij is the

ith genotype value of the jth trait.

The genetic distance among all accessions selected on the basis of
dendrograms from the first cluster analysis are calculated, then the
second cluster analysis of the accessions is performed and acces-
sions are selected based on a new dendrogram of clusters by one
of the three sampling strategies, respectively. In the same way, the
stepwise cluster analyses can be conducted until selected access-
ions are reduced to 20–30% of the initial collection (Crossa et al.
1995; Yonezawa et al. 1995), and then the construction of the core
collections is completed.

Evaluation of the core collection

A homogeneity test (F-test) for variances and a t-test for means
(α=0.05) can be performed to determine the difference of traits be-
tween core collections and the initial collection. Then the percent-
age of the significant difference between the core collections and
the initial collection is calculated for the mean difference percent-
age (MD%) or the variance difference percentage (VD%) of traits.

The coincidence rate (CR%= ×100) and the variable

rate (VR%=                   ×100) are designed to evaluate the properts

of the core collection in terms of the initial collection, where
RC=range of the core collection, RI=range of the initial collection,
CVC=coefficient of variation of the core collection, CVI=coeffi-
cient of variation of the initial collection, m=number of traits.

The core collection is considered to be the representative of the
initial collection under the following situations: (1) no more than
20% of the traits have different means (significant at α=0.05) be-
tween the core collection and the initial collection; and (2) the
CR% retained by the core collection is no less than 80%.

Worked example

Constructing nine core collections

As a demonstration of constructing core collections, we
analyzed 21 traits for 168 accessions of cotton germ-
plasm. These traits were 11 agronomy traits (plant height,
height of fruid branch, length of fruiting node, length of
boll stalk, number of fruiting branch per plant, bolls per
plant, incidence of infected plant, index of wilt disease,
growth period, boll weight, and lint percentage), five fi-
ber traits (length, uniformity, strength, elongation and mi-
cronaire) and five seed traits (seed length, seed width, ra-
tio of length to width, seed index and kernel weight).

Nine core collections were developed by three cluster
methods (the unweighted pair-group average method,
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C1; Ward’s method, C2; and the complete linkage meth-
od, C3) combined with three sampling strategies (ran-
dom sampling, S1; preferred sampling, S2; and deviation
sampling, S3). The nine core collections were named
CoreC1S1, CoreC1S2, CoreC1S3, CoreC2S1, CoreC2S2,
CoreC2S3, CoreC3S1, CoreC3S2 and CoreC3S3, re-
spectively.

There was no significant difference (α=0.05) for the
means of all traits between each of the nine core collec-
tions and the initial collection. The MD% was 0% and
the CR% was larger than 80% in the nine core collec-
tions. This indicated that each of the nine core collec-
tions was representative of the initial collection.

Evaluation of the cluster methods

Effects of the different cluster methods on the core col-
lections were compared under the conditions of the same
sampling strategy. There was no significant difference
for all trait means between the initial collection and each
of the core collections developed by the three cluster
methods (Table 1).

CoreC1S1, CoreC2S1 and CoreC3S1 were developed
by random sampling combined with the unweighted pair-
group average method, Ward’s method and the complete
linkage method, respectively. As compared with Ward’s
method and the complete linkage method, the unweight-
ed pair-group average method tended to give higher val-
ues of VD%, slightly higher or similar values of VR%,
and lower values of CR% (Table 1). Ward’s method and
the complete linkage method gave very similar results
for VD%. CR% and VR% in the core collection devel-
oped by Ward’s method were larger than those developed
by the complete linkage method. Therefore, considering
all parameters, it can be concluded that Ward’s method
and the unweighted pair-group average method were
slightly better than the complete linkage method when ran-
dom sampling was used to develop the core collections.

Three core collections were developed by preferred
sampling combined with the unweighted pair-group av-
erage method (CoreC1S2), Ward’s method (CoreC2S2)
and the complete linkage method (CoreC3S2), respec-
tively. The complete linkage method gave a higher VD%
and VR% as compared with the unweighted pair-group
average method and Ward’s method (Table 1). The three
cluster methods had the same results for CR%=100%.

The unweighted pair-group average method and Ward’s
method gave a very similar VD%. By using the un-
weighted pair-group average method, the constructed
core collection tended to have a slightly larger VR% than
that obtained by using Ward’s method. It can be conclud-
ed that the complete linkage method was better than the
other two cluster methods, and the unweighted pair-
group average method was slightly better than Ward’s
method when preferred sampling was used to develop
the core collections.

When a deviation sampling strategy was employed,
three core collections were obtained by combining with
the unweighted pair-group average method (CoreC1S3),
Ward’s method (CoreC2S3) and the complete linkage
method (CoreC3S3), respectively. As compared with
Ward’s method and the complete linkage method, the un-
weighted pair-group average method gave a higher VD%
and VR% (Table 1). The three cluster methods resulted in
a similar CR%. There were similar VD% and VR% be-
tween the core collection developed by the complete
linkage method and by Ward’s method. For the VD% and
VR% of core collections developed by deviation sam-
pling, the higher values were better. It can be concluded
that the unweighted pair-group average method was bet-
ter than Ward’s method and the complete linkage meth-
od; whereas the effect of Ward’s method and the com-
plete linkage method was similar when deviation sam-
pling was used to develop the core collections.

Among the nine core collections studied, a better rep-
resentation of the initial collection could be obtained for
CoreC2S1 and CoreC1S1 by random sampling, for
CoreC3S2 by preferred sampling, and for CoreC1S3 by
deviation sampling.

Evaluation of sampling strategies

The effectiveness of the different sampling strategies for
core collections was compared under the conditions of
the same cluster method. There was no significant differ-
ence in trait means between the initial collection and the
core collections developed by the three sampling strate-
gies (Table 1).

Among the three core collections constructed by the
unweighted pair-group average method combined with
random sampling (CoreC1S1), preferred sampling
(CoreC1S2) and deviation sampling (CoreC1S3), respec-

Table 1 Percentage of the trait differences between the core collections and the initial collection

Statistic CoreC1S1 CoreC1S2 CoreC1S3 CoreC2S1 CoreC2S2 CoreC2S3 CoreC3S1 CoreC3S2 CoreC3S3

VD%a 9.5 33.3 57.1 4.8 33.3 42.9 4.8 57.1 42.9
MD%b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CR%c 82.8 100.0 93.3 90.7 100.0 95.3 88.7 100.0 94.1
VR%d 112.0 123.8 130.9 112.1 119.8 122.4 108.2 126.6 124.4

a Percentage of significant difference (α=0.05) between core collection and the initial collection for variance of traits
b Percentage of significant difference (α=0.05) between core collection and the initial collection for means of traits
c Coincidence rate
d Variable rate
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tively, CoreC1S1 had the lowest VD%, CR% and VR%
(Table 1). When using the preferred sampling strategy, a
value of 100% was obtained for CR%, while VD% and
VR% tended to be higher than those with random sam-
pling but lower than with deviation sampling. Deviation
sampling gave the largest values of VD% and VR%, but
an intermediate value of CR%, among the three sampling
strategies (Table 1).

Three core collections were developed by Ward’s
method combined with random sampling (CoreC2S1),
preferred sampling (CoreC2S2) and deviation sampling
(CoreC2S3), respectively. These core collections had the
same trends as those developed by the unweighted pair-
group average method combined with the three sampling
strategies, respectively (Table 1).

Among the three core collections developed by the
complete linkage method combined with random sam-
pling (CoreC3S1), preferred sampling (CoreC3S2) and
deviation sampling (CoreC3S3), respectively, CoreC3S1
had also the lowest VD%, CR% and VR% (Table 1). Pre-
ferred sampling tended to give 100% CR%, a larger
VD% and slightly larger VR% as compared with devia-
tion sampling. Deviation sampling gave an intermediate
value of CR% as compared with random sampling and
preferred sampling, which was similar to the results in
core collections developed by the unweighted pair-group
average method and Ward’s method combined with the
three sampling strategies (Table 1).

Therefore, the properties of core collections con-
structed by the three sampling strategies were the same
when using the unweighted pair-group average method
and Ward’s method, and were almost the same when us-
ing the complete linkage method. It was evident that the
properties of the core collections developed by all three
sampling strategies were stable and feasible.

Comparison between core collections based
on genotypic and phenotypic values

CoreC2S1, CoreC3S2 and CoreC1S3 were chose to
compare the difference of core collections based on ge-
notypic and phenotypic values. Phenotypic core collec-
tions (PCoreC2S1, PCoreC3S2 and PCoreC1S3) were
constructed in the same way as the genotypic core col-

lections (GCoreC2S1, GCoreC3S2 and GCoreC1S3) ex-
cept that genotypic values were replaced by phenotypic
values.

MD% was smaller than 20% and CR% was larger
than 80% in PCoreC2S1, PCoreC3S2 and PCoreC1S3; it
was considered that the core collections were representa-
tive of the initial collection (Table 2).

There were the same VD% and MD% between
PCoreC2S1 and GCoreC2S1 developed by random sam-
pling. CR% and VR% in PCoreC2S1 were smaller than
those in GCoreC2S1 (Table 2). Genotypic core collec-
tions developed by random sampling were considered to
be better representative than those developed by pheno-
typic values.

PCoreC3S2 developed by preferred sampling had the
same MD% but a smaller VD% and VR% as compared
with GCoreC3S2 (Table 2). The core collections devel-
oped by preferred sampling based on genotypic values
kept accessions with maximum or minimum values for
traits (CR%=100%); however, the CR% obtained based
on phenotypic values of PCoreC3S2 did not attain 100%.
The reason was that the core collection with these phe-
notypic values did not ensure the retention of accessions
with maximum genetic variation for the traits studied.

The VD%, VR% and CR% of PCoreS1S3 were small-
er than those of GCoreC1S3. The MD% of PCoreC1S3
was markedly larger than that of GCoreC1S3.

The results showed that core collections based on ge-
notypic values retained larger genetic variability for
traits and had better genetic representation than the core
collections based on phenotypic values, especially in the
core collection developed by deviation sampling.

Discussion

Sampling strategies can affect the property of core col-
lections. Three sampling strategies applied in this study
have their own respective characteristics. Core collec-
tions developed by random sampling can determine the
genetic diversity structure of initial genetic resources,
because accessions are randomly sampled from each of
the subgroups at the lowest level of sorting, with the
smallest VD% and VR% among the core collections by
the three sampling strategies. Random sampling can be

Table 2 Comparison between
core collections based on geno-
typic and phenotypic values

Statistic Phenotyic Genotypie

PCoreC2S1 PCoreC3S2 PCoreC1S3 GcoreC2S1 GCoreC3S2 GCoreC1S3

VD%a 4.8 28.6 14.3 4.8 57.1 57.1
MD%b 0 0 9.5 0 0 0
CR%c 85.1 98.5 91.5 90.7 100.0 93.3
VR%d 105.8 119.3 112.4 112.1 126.6 130.9

a Percentage of significant difference (α=0.05) between core collection and the initial collection for
variance of traits
b Percentage of significant difference (α=0.05) between core collection and the initial collection for
means of traits
c Coincidence rate
d Variable rate
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used if a core collection maintains the genetic diversity
pattern of the initial collection. The core collection de-
veloped by deviation sampling can be considered as rep-
resentative of the genetic variability of the initial collec-
tion, because the deviation sampling strategy selects ac-
cessions with a larger value of s2

i. The variances and the
coefficient of variation in the core collection should be
larger. The results showed that the core collection con-
structed in this way had the highest VD% and VR% by
all three sampling strategies. Deviation sampling can be
used if a core collection retains a larger genetic variabili-
ty of the initial collection. Core collections developed by
preferred sampling can produce accessions with both
maximum and minimum values of traits, and at the same
time still retain the genetic variation structure of the ini-
tial collection. The core collection assembled by this
way make CR%=100%. The core collection with a larger
VD% and VR% is considered to provide a good represen-
tation of the genetic diversity of the initial collection.
The preferred sampling strategy can be used for develop-
ing a core collection retaining accessions with special or
valuable characteristics in the initial germplasm collec-
tion.

How to ascertain the suitable group numbers (i.e. how
to ascertain threshold values of genetic distance for clas-
sification criteria or cutting point) after cluster analysis
is still not fully resolved theoretically. Ascertaining
threshold values is often affected by subjective factors.
After the number of groups is determined, some acces-
sions will be sampled from each group. However, up to
now there is no suitable way of deciding the number of
accessions selected from each group. Group size is not
considered when selecting an equal number of acces-
sions from each group. Sampling in proportion to the
number of accessions in a group does not consider the
genetic relationship among the groups. Methods of con-
structing core collection by stepwise clustering in the
present study does not need to determine the threshold
value (cut-off point) or to consider the group number and
group size. One accession from each subgroup with two
accessions of the most similar genetic variation is select-
ed at the lowest level of sorting in each cluster.

The results of this study show that the unweighted
pair-group average method, Ward’s method, and the
complete linkage method of hierarchical clustering
should be combined with different sampling strategies
for constructing a core collection. The representation of
core collections developed by different sampling strate-
gies and cluster methods is quite distinct.
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